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Nur wer anders denkt, kann Neues schaffen.

DENKweit GmbH:

◼ Innovative sensor technology to 

measure strength and direction of 

electric currents

◼ AI Solutions for independent and 

dynamic development of own 

optimized image classifications 

(www.DENKwelt.com).

◼ Fraunhofer Spin-Off

◼ DENKer: 10 full time, 5 students
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DENKWEIT

Strength and direction of electric 

currents
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Our unique selling points

Fully independent to an own individual high 

performance image classification

Anomalie-Detektion - self-learning networks for data classification

Electric current [arb. u.]

Electric current through a Pouch Cell

Combination of sensor technology and data evaluation for clear answers!

current [a.u.]           



B-TECH
A new access to direction and strength of electric currents
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DENKWEIT B-TECH
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Direction and strength of electric current

B-TECH – a new access to electric currents

◼ Electric currents generate a magnetic vector field

◼ Therefore, magnetic vector fields carry the information 

of current direction and strength.

◼ Superposition of the magnetic fields due to complex 

current distribution → "magnetic field fingerprint".

B-TECH line sensor measures magnetic

vector field close to real-time!
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◼ Electric defects lead to 
deviation of current distribution 
→ magnetic finger print is changed

◼ Localization and evaluation of defects by 
DENKweit AI and algorithm
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EXAMPLE, EVALUATION OF CROSS CONNECTOR 
QUALITY 

Fully connected cross connectors Not connected cross connector (right 
side) → reduced magnetic field

MFI measurement MFI measurement

Evaluation result Evaluation result



FURTHER APPLICATIONS
Unique added values and benefits by technology only with B-TECH
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◼ Busbar based Solar Modules

BENEFITS

Increase profit and introduce new 

technologies cost effective

◼ Evaluation of soldering quality for all 

cross connectors and all interconnectors

◼ Localization of missing soldering pads 

and solder pad quality

◼ Locate all detrimental electric defects

◼ Full automated data analysis available
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◼ Shingled Modules

BENEFITS

Improve production, boost R&D and 

increase profit

◼ Localization of hidden shunts esp. in glued 

regions (often not visible in EL)

◼ Evaluation of contacting quality between 

shingles - localization of faulty glued edges

◼ Analyzing current distributions locally in all 

single shingles and contacts
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◼ J-BOX – Quality Control

BENEFITS

Improve J-BOX quality and increase 

profit and customers trust

◼ Detection of damaged or shunted bypass 

diodes

◼ Qualification of all solder joints

◼ Find leakage currents

◼ Measure inline and under operation

◼ Applicable to all J-BOX variations incl. third 

(middle) J-BOX
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◼ Further Technologies – F&E

BENEFITS

Boost R&D and reduce cost by 

meaningful results

◼ Get new insights into innovative 

technologies

◼ Measure the direction and strength of 

the electric currents in your device

◼ Improve new technologies i.e. multi-wire, 

improved and new connector 

technologies and new module concepts
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DENKWEIT B-TECH

B-OFFLINE
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◼ Available in different sizes

◼ Adaptable to your application

◼ Highly reproduceable and accurate

◼ B-Tech Core:

 Magnetic field resolution: 0.3 μT

 Spatial resolution: 2.5 mm (x), µm range 

(y, z); by cross scan µm range

 Individual sensor length, systems up to 

2 m (or customizable)

 Power supply 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 8 A



UNSERE PRODUKTE
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B-TECH product line

DENKnetze (KI)

B-LAB
B-OFFLINE

B-MOBILE
B-JBOX

B-INTEGRATE B-CLEAN DENKwelt.com



CONTACT US.

DENKweit GmbH

Marthastraße 13, 06108 Halle (Saale)

http://www.DENKweit.de

Dr. Dominik LAUSCH

CEO

Dominik.Lausch@denkweit.de


